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Contemporary Cottage 
A vintage home gets a modern remodel  
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t’s not unusual for new empty nesters to take stock of their lives, re-
evaluating wants and needs, likes and dislikes. So it was for the 
couple who purchased this Essex County home. “They were ready 

to make a pivotal transition,” says Rachael Grochowski, RA, NCARB, 
and principal of RHG A+D, an architecture and interior design firm in 
Montclair. The couple wanted a “modern, handcrafted space with an 

open floor plan,” Grochowski says. That posed an interesting challenge 
because the residence, built in 1927, possesses a vintage charm reflective 
of its early-20th-century provenance. To create a sophisticated, contem-
porary retreat without compromising the aesthetics of the property, 
Grochowski retained the street-side façade and then focused on reinvent-
ing the interiors and rear façade.  
 

I



DESIGN NJ: What is the architectural style of this home? 
RACHAEL GROCHOWSKI: It is English Cottage style. Hallmarks include 
asymmetry, a stucco exterior, an arched entry door in a front-facing gable, 
small-paned casement-style windows and a slight curve of the roofline.  

 
DNJ: What were the owners looking for in the renovated home? 
GROCHOWSKI: The clients wanted a more modern aesthetic than what 
they had in their previous home, which was Colonial style with Colonial 
detailing. The interiors were decorated with antiques. 

 

FRONT | The architect retained the 
street façade to pay homage to the 
home’s English Cottage style. Orange 
and purple tulips add color to 
complement the stately structure.  

REAR, NIGHT & DAY | The owners 
wanted to have a connection with 
the outdoors. RHG obliged with a 
long wall of windows across the 
back of the house. The extensive 
landscaping includes fritallaria, 
allium and geum around the house 
and pool as well as white daffodils 
and a custom blend of lily and 
single tulips on the upper terrace.
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STAIRCASE | The staircase was designed as a 
sculptural piece, with built-in niches for display.  

BUILT IN | Matching millwork fits snugly onto 
the wall on the other side of the hallway. 

LOOKING UP | The perspective from the bottom 
of the staircase underscores its “Escher”-like 
design. 
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DNJ: What did the renovation entail? 
GROCHOWSKI: The house was gutted to the studs and we removed a 
single-story sunroom off the back of the house. We established a floor plan 
that met both the aesthetic of the English Cottage-style, street-front façade 
and the more modern open plan at the back of the house. A two-story 
(plus basement) addition on the back comprises a family room on the first 
floor and much of the master suite on the second floor. There was exten-
sive landscaping work along the front of the house. That necessitated our 
reworking the front entry to create a more significant sense of arrival. At 
the rear of the home, we added terracing, a patio, a pool and custom-
designed fencing to transform the site. 

 
DNJ: How did the floor plan change? 
GROCHOWSKI: The size of the rooms at the front of the house (living 
room, sunroom [now library] and dining room) remained the same, but 
the character and detailing changed. The back wall of the living room 
was removed to connect with the new addition. The center hall was 
opened up to allow a view all the way through the house and to create 
room for built-in millwork on each side of the hall. The center stair was 
custom designed to fit in the same location as the original staircase, but 
now continues all the way up to the third floor and ends with a skylight. 
The cantilevered staircase has walnut risers and treads plus a white strip 
painted along the edge, which together mimic the look of a runner. The 
effect creates the look of steps both on the tread and on the underside of 

the stair. We also created a handmade rail and posts using hammered 
steel in an antiqued bronze color so they have a hand-molded look and 
a custom patina. An expansive kitchen was established starting with the 
original kitchen and extending to the back to meet the addition. It was 
important to flood the kitchen with light, which we achieved with the 
minimalist detailed window at the cooktop. 

 
DNJ: What steps did you take to ensure a smooth transition from the tradi-
tional exterior to the more modern interior?  
GROCHOWSKI: This house has a relationship to the Glasgow School of 
Arts (completed in 1909) and homes designed by Charles Rennie Mack-
intosh. These works were about total design and expressed ideas that led 
to modern architecture. The style was also influenced by the Arts and 

FAMILY ROOM | A wall of windows in the 
family room offers views of the patio, pool 
and garden. Grochowski notes “the clients’ 
favorite part of the house is the open floor 
plan on the first floor and how it engages 
with nature,” Grochowski notes. From every 
point and in every direction, you get a view 
of the outside.” 

KITCHEN | The kitchen features sleek, smooth 
surfaces for an uncluttered look.  



BEFORE

Crafts movement, continuing with handmade details and 
furnishings, but in a more authentic, unadorned incarna-
tion. With this historical reference, I had a place to begin. 
My focus became creating the handmade feel, the craftsman 
aesthetic, not as a style but as a philosophy. This was 
achieved by using authentic materials such as walnut floors 
with a lye stain, steel with a natural or light patina finish, 
and bleached maple entry and living room millwork. 
Equally important was working with the craftspeople and 
fabricators who could execute the details as envisioned and 
adjust per their trade wisdom. These pieces are not just 
built-ins but also furniture pieces throughout the house. 
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DNJ: What were the challenges of this project? How did you address 
them? 
GROCHOWSKI: The scope of the project required intense focus. We 
played a role every step of the way, from architecture to accessories. 
This renovation involved a high level of design and numerous 
custom elements — from the metal detailing of the kitchen table 
and bar to the intricate staircase. It was a lengthy, meticulous process 
to ensure the details would be successful. Each corner, every surface 
and how they related to each other were considered. We dedicated 
the staff required to be sure we stayed on schedule. When we 
launched into the interior design, we approached the task as an 
extension of the home’s architectural details and materiality. Then 
we worked to continue the clean modern design with a slightly 
softer edge. We selected materials, fixtures, lighting paint, etc., as 
well as furniture, fabrics, accessories — even down to linens, barware 
and kitchen outfitting. We were honored to be granted this level of 
trust from our clients and are extremely proud of the results.  
 

DNJ

SOURCES Overall: architecture and interior design, RHG A+D in Montclair. 
Exterior: custom fence, RHG A+D; landscaping and pool, Back to Nature 
in Oldwick; windows (except family room and kitchen), Marvin Windows 
& Doors; patio furniture, Gloster Furniture Inc. with fabric from Sunbrella; 
paint color, Benjamin Moore “Gravel Gray.” Front Hall: wall color, Ben-
jamin Moore “White Dove”; carpet, Stepevi in New York City; ottoman, 
CF Modern in New York City; custom bannister, fabricated by Charlie 
Spademan at Spademan Fabrication in Montclair; shelving units, Beech 
Woodworks Inc. in Hackensack. Family Room: windows, Hope’s Windows 
Inc. in Jamestown, New York; sofa, Holly Hunt in New York City; custom 
throw pillows, designed by RHG A+D with fabric from Scalamandré in 
Elizabeth; armchairs and ottomans, A. Rudin in New York City; carpet, 
Stepevi; custom shelving, RHG A+D; coffee table, Asher Israelow in Brook-
lyn; side tables next to armchairs, Holly Hunt. Kitchen: Fior Di Bosco mar-
ble countertops, fabricated by Peter Brooks Stone Works in Wood-Ridge; 
custom cabinetry, designed by RHG A+D and fabricated by Beech Wood-
works Inc.; wall color, Benjamin Moore “White Dove”; windows, Hope’s 
Windows Inc.; bar stools, Blu Dot; “Strive” collection faucets, Kohler Co.; 
pendant lighting, ABC Home Fashion in New York City. Dining Room: 
table, clients’ own; chairs and chandelier, Dennis Miller Associates in New 
York City. Master Bathroom: wall color, Benjamin Moore, “White Dove”; 
mirrors, Glass Crafters in Carlstadt; pendant lights, Tech Lighting in 
Skokie, Illinois; cabinetry, Beech Woodworks Inc.; cabinet hardware, Alice 
Tacheny in Marin County, California; sink and bathtub faucets, Dorn-
bracht; bathtub, DaVinci Spas & Metals in Arvada, Colorado; chair at van-
ity, A. Rudin. Kids’ Loft: wall and ceiling colors, Benjamin Moore “Bermuda 
Turquoise,” “Indigo,” “Blue Toile” and “Bayville Blue”; carpet, Earth 
Weave Natural Carpet in Dalton, Georgia; bedding, The Company Store; 
custom built-ins, Gothic Furniture in New York City. 

MASTER BATHROOM | The angled ceiling in the master bathroom adds 
drama and boosts the contemporary aesthetic of the design.  

ATTIC | A portion of the attic space was designed for use as a bunkroom for 
the owners’ future grandkids. “Each surface in this room has an alternate 
color so it appears faceted when you are in it,” Grochowski says. 
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